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ABSTRACT We describe a new algorithm, CHUNNEL, to automatically ﬁnd, characterize, and display tunnels or pores in pro-
teins. The correctness and accuracy of the algorithm is veriﬁed on a constructed set of proteins and used to analyze large sets of
real proteins. The veriﬁcation set contains proteins with artiﬁcially created pores of known path and width proﬁle. The previous
benchmark algorithm, HOLE, is compared with the new algorithm. Results show that the major advantage of the new algorithm is
that it can successfully ﬁnd and characterize tunnels with no a priori guidance or clues about the location of the tunnel mouth, and
it will successfully ﬁnd multiple tunnels if present. CHUNNEL can also be used in conjunction with HOLE, with the former used
to prime HOLE and the latter to track and characterize the pores. Analysis was conducted on families of membrane protein
structures culled from the Protein Data Bank as well as on a set of transmembrane proteins with predicted membrane-aqueous
phase interfaces, yielding the ﬁrst completely automated examination of tunnels through membrane proteins, including tunnels
that exit in the membrane bilayer.INTRODUCTION
Proteins adopt three-dimensional structures with complex
shapes and surface topography. These topographical fea-
tures, such as clefts, flaps, and tunnels, often have important
functional roles. We define here the term tunnel or pore to
mean a hole that goes completely through the protein, thus
having two entrances or mouths. Many proteins contain
tunnels or pores that are of physiological importance, the
primary examples being membrane protein ion channels,
pumps, porins, and transporters. Although some channels
have a single simple tunnel structure, there are also more
complicated structures, for example the mechanosensitive
channel of small conductance (MscS) (1). Also, proteins
such as the ring clamp protein (2), the ribosome (3), and
other proteins involved in transcription have topological fea-
tures including pores that are important for interactions with
DNA strands. Spastin has a central pore that is involved in
microtubule severing by pulling the end of the tubulin poly-
peptide through the pore (4). Some enzymes such as rubisco
also have tunnels through them (5). At least one enzyme,
acetylcholinesterase, has a tunnel observed under simulation
with distinct exits for the two products (6). Photosystem II
has three tunnels leading to the active site, theorized to be
pathways for water, oxygen, and protons (7). Finding, cata-
loging, and measuring these tunnels are important in under-
standing their function. The ability to do these automatically
is an important step toward automation of structural geno-
mics or characterizing new protein structures. Although
fewer than 400 high-resolution structures of transmembrane
proteins are currently known, and of these only ~150 are
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this number (9), particularly as membrane proteins become
targets of large-scale structural genomics projects (10). Com-
parisons to the growth of globular proteins in the Protein
Data Bank (PDB) suggest that ~2200 membrane protein
structures will be deposited by 2025 (11). Additionally, as
new examples of subclasses of membrane protein structures
are found, accurate homology-modeling studies become
possible (12). Tunnel analysis will increasingly be needed
because these structures will no doubt include many new
pumps, pores, channels, and transporters.
The seminal work in characterizing protein tunnels was
the development of the HOLE algorithm (13). The algorithm
has been applied very successfully to analysis of ion chan-
nels, in which the position and orientation of the pore (nor-
mal to the membrane) are known a priori, and can be used
to ‘‘prime’’ the HOLE search algorithm. The algorithm is
less able to deal with arbitrarily positioned tunnels or multi-
ple pores, and it is difficult to automate because it needs
some initial user guidance. Additionally when multiple
tunnels are present, HOLE or variations of HOLE were not
able to find the ‘‘correct’’ tunnel among several in some
ribosomal structures (3). There has been some work in calcu-
lating cavities and their volumes or volumes of portions of
tunnels (3,14). Additionally, CAVER functions as a three-
dimensional version of HOLE in some respects, but it still
needs a starting hint to find a tunnel, and it is primarily
geared toward finding paths out from a pocket, not tunnels
all the way through proteins (15,16). However, no further
work in automatically identifying tunnels has taken place
since the introduction of HOLE. This attests to the difficulty
of developing a completely automated, general tunnel-
finding/measuring algorithm. We present such an algorithm,
which we call CHUNNEL, and then describe the principles
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Protein Tunnelsof both topology and geometry on which it works. We then
test CHUNNEL on a set of proteins with artificially gener-
ated pores of known path and width and on various mem-
brane proteins with tunnels from the PDB database (8,17).
Tests of the HOLE algorithm were also performed on the
same test set to compare the two algorithms and show that
CHUNNEL has a markedly improved ability to find tunnels
automatically. We also show that CHUNNEL can be used
to prime HOLE, which can then trace and characterize the
pore. We also use CHUNNEL to find qualitatively new
tunnels, for instance those that exit within the membrane
bilayer, which have not been found or examined previously.
METHODS
General outline of the approach
The procedure developed here for finding and characterizing tunnels is an
outgrowth of our previous work characterizing depths of pockets, grooves,
tunnels, and other surface features in macromolecules using a measure
known as ‘‘travel depth’’ (18). The travel depth of a point on the molecular
surface (MS) is defined as the shortest path through the solvent to that point
from a reference surface (specifically the convex hull of the protein). The
shortest-paths algorithm (19), specifically the generalization we call multiple
source shortest paths (MSSP) (20), is used to compute the travel depth, and
it is implemented by discretizing space on a cubic grid. After the application
of the MSSP algorithm, all surface points have been assigned travel depths
(18). In addition, the travel depths of all solvent grid points lying between
the convex hull and the MS are known.
The impetus to develop a tunnel-characterizing algorithm from this work
had two sources. First, although the Travel Depth algorithm was designed to
characterize pockets and clefts, an unexpected benefit is that it also measures
the depth of both the lumen and the surface of a pore (18). Second, the MSSP
algorithm has proven to be a general-purpose algorithm for calculating vol-
ume-avoiding, shortest-distance pathways. If the MSSP algorithm is started
at the MS, and the distances are propagated outward in the solvent, then the
‘‘Travel Out’’ distance assignment will self-terminate in tunnels, forming
a ‘‘ridge’’ or everted medial axis in three dimensions. These two observa-
tions suggested that by starting at a maximum in Travel Depth and Travel
Out distance, and following ridges in Travel Out distance of decreasing
Travel Depth in two ‘‘opposite’’ directions, one would trace out the path
along the center of a pore. The Travel Out distance along this path gives
the radius of the pore at each point. In practice, using just these two distance
functions, it is difficult to automatically distinguish the difference between
the bottom of a pocket and the center of a tunnel. It is also difficult to follow
a ridge of distance in three dimensions, especially with the discretization of
space required to implement any algorithm. This problem, sometimes re-
ferred to as thinning, shape skeleton, or medial axis is complicated even
in two dimensions (21–23) and can be approximated only in three dimen-
sions (24). Hence, to implement this approach, it is necessary to first ensure
that the starting point is in a pore and then correctly follow the pore out in
both directions. In addition, if there are multiple pores, one needs to reliably
identify starting points and propagation directions for all of them. We
achieve this through topological and geometric analysis of the MS.
Generation and preprocessing of the surface
We start with the generation of the MS using the algorithm in the GRASP
macromolecular graphics program (25) implemented as a stand-alone pro-
gram. Standard atomic radii (26) are used to generate the MS with a probe
radius of 1.2 A˚. This is a somewhat smaller probe radius than used previ-
ously to treat ion channels: the permeant ions can have radii less than the
standard probe radius of 1.8 A˚ used for water. The modified GRASP surfac-ing algorithm first maps the molecule onto a cubic grid. It then produces
a closed triangulated surface for which the vertex coordinates, vertex con-
nectivity, triangle normals, and triangle connectivity are known. All cavities,
defined as smaller disjoint sets of connected triangles, are discarded. In ad-
dition, because of the way this surface is generated, the volume inside and
outside the MS is already discretized on a cubic grid whose vertices are la-
beled as in or out (see Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Material). The vertices
of the surface triangles also lie on edges joining inside and outside vertices of
the volume grid, whereas triangle edges cross the surfaces of grid cubes or
lie completely within a single grid cube (Fig. S1). This well-defined relation
between surface and volume discretization is key to the successful imple-
mentation of the tunnel-finding algorithm, as the latter uses both surface
and volume properties. The final step in the surface generation/preprocess-
ing is to generate the Convex hull using the Qhull algorithm (27), which
also generates a closed, triangulated surface.
Enumeration and localization of pores
Triangulation of the MS (after discarding cavities) immediately provides
the number of tunnels or handles present through the Euler relation:
V þ F E 2 þ 2N ¼ 0; (1)
where V, F, and E are the number of triangle vertices, faces, and edges, re-
spectively, and N is the number of handles, so the surface is an N-torus. Al-
though the number of tunnels is known from this topological invariant, there
is no indication of their location. With a complex protein surface, it is often
difficult to find them even using three-dimensional modeling graphics.
The first step to localization of the tunnels is to ‘‘remove’’ from the surface
a maximal region of triangles, D, that is topologically equivalent to a disk. A
triangle is picked at random to start D, and neighboring triangles are
removed until it is impossible to remove another triangle and have the
boundary of D remain a simple, closed, nonintersecting path (Fig. 1 a).
The remaining triangles form a closed strip of triangles, S, one triangle
wide with 2N loops. The loops come in N pairs of which one runs around
each pore (an A-loop), and one runs through each pore (a T-loop). Fig. 1,
a and b, shows a residual strip S for a torus (1-torus) and for a 2-torus.
FIGURE 1 (a) A 1-torus showing the original starting triangle for disk
region D (1), a partially expanded region D (2), and the final maximally ex-
panded region D and the corresponding leftover minimal strip S (3). The
minimal strip S is also shown separately for clarity. (b) A minimal strip S for
a 2-torus.
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and far from minimal in length (Fig. S2). This divagation is usually great
enough that one cannot at this point reliably categorize a loop as A or T
just from the coordinates and orientation of the constituent triangles. In par-
ticular, there is no requirement for the A-loops to be anywhere near either
the center or the narrowest part of a pore.
Obtaining a ‘‘tight’’ loop of triangles around a pore
The next step is to regularize or ‘‘tighten’’ S around the pores and then find
a set of N A-loops that are topologically distinct and go around each pore in
the surface. A careful combination of topology (to ensure that the A-loops
found are distinct) and geometry (to ensure that such loops are tight) must
be employed to accomplish this goal because neither approach by itself
would work. First, the triangles of S are decomposed into 2N sets SL, L ¼
{1.2N}, one for each loop (some triangles may be part of more than one
loop). By use of the MSSP algorithm, neighboring triangles are sequentially
added to a loop SL (it is ‘‘fattened up’’) until its edges wrap around and meet
at some point (Fig. 2 a). Because triangles are added in order of minimum
neighbor distance from the original strip, one can trace back neighboring
triangles from the meeting edge along the shortest path to SL. The set of
trace-back triangles forms another one-triangle-wide strip S0L, which is the
complement of SL: If SL is an A-loop, then S
0
L is a T-loop, and vice versa.
At this point one can automatically and reliably classify such a loop as
A-type or T-type from its triangle surface normals by checking whether
they point toward each other (A-loop) or away from each other (T-loop). A
regularized A-loop runs around the narrowest part of a pore because of the
shortest paths property of the MSSP, and so it more tightly delineates a pore.
Identifying two distinct directions in a pore
Now that we have generated and identified a regularized A-loop, the next
step is to unambiguously define the two distinct directions from the
A-loop out to the two tunnel mouths. We achieve this by building
a ‘‘plug’’ in the A-loop starting from the strip of triangles S0L forming the
regular A-loop. This strip has two edges, G and H (Fig. 3 a). We collect
two sets of grid points G and H such that any point in G is closer to a vertex
in G than to any vertex in H, and vice versa for members of H. Additionally,
any grid point g in G has at least one neighboring grid point h in H, and vice
versa. The sets G and H are defined as the opposite sides of the plug. This
FIGURE 2 (a) A T-loop (bold line) whose two boundaries are sequen-
tially advanced across the surface (light lines) to eventually meet (at arrows).
Traceback according to the shortest paths algorithm (along arrows) yields
a regular A-loop. (b) Two T-loops that both regularize to form A-loops
around the same pore a. No A-loops are formed around pore b in this
case, so pores must be processed and capped one at a time.
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by the regular loop S0L. It is leakproof in the sense that there is no way to
pass from one side of this region of the grid to the other while staying in
the solvent without passing through at least one grid point from either side.
It is oriented because we know from which edge of S0L a plug point derived.
Thus, the plug separates one side of the pore lumen from the other (Fig. 3 a).
In some cases, a regular A-loop will produce a plug that extends out be-
yond the convex hull. This interferes with the later path-finding procedure,
but this is easy to correct by generating new loops and new corresponding
regular loops using a different random initial triangle. Plugs that do not
extend beyond the convex hull are referred to as valid.
Ensuring a complete and nonredundant
set of A-loops
Because it is possible for an unregularized T-loop to pass through two pores,
or for two such T-loops to pass through the same pore, it is possible that the
regularized A-loops derived from them would not completely and nonredun-
dantly girdle the N pores. This possibility is illustrated for the simple case of
a 2-torus with one narrow pore and one wider pore. If both the loops around
the handles find a regularized loop around the narrower pore, the wider pore
will not have a corresponding regularized loop (Fig. 2 b). The solution is to
apply the regularization procedure recursively, ‘‘masking’’ off each pore as
it is identified and plugged. A pore is masked off by removing the triangles
S0L of its regularized A-loop and creating two caps of new surface triangles
joined along the boundary edges A and B, updating the connectivity informa-
tion of the surface triangulation as necessary. The remaining surface is now
an (N  1)-torus. The procedure of residual strip generation, A-loop regula-
rization, plug generation, and masking off is repeated until all N pores have
been processed. We note that in practice this recursive step is the slowest
step of our algorithm, as it has a quadratic dependence on the number of
handles in the surface and a linear dependence on the number of grid points
and surface triangles.
This set of N regularized A-loops with valid plugs contains one loop
around each pore in the original surface and one valid plug in each pore. Ad-
ditionally, simple checks are done to ensure that all loops are in the original
surface; that is, they do not contain triangles that were added or removed in
the pore-masking step.
FIGURE 3 (a) Two-dimensional representation of a plug. Shown are the
surface (dotted and heavy lines) and the volume grid (light lines). (circles)
Bounding vertices G and H, respectively, of the regular A-loop. (squares)
The final plug vertices, with fill indicating sides. (b–d) All possible topolog-
ical cases for a 2-torus: (b) two completely separate pores, (c) two pores that
share one endpoint, (d) one pore that bifurcates in the middle.
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Each plug is used in turn as the starting point to generate two half-paths out
of the pore, one in each direction, terminating at the convex hull. The two
half-paths start from plug points on opposite sides. This ensures that the
complete path really traverses the pore (i.e., does not double back and
emerge from the same end it started from).
First the MSSP algorithm is used to assign a Travel Depth and Travel Out
distance to each solvent grid point between the convex hull and the MS. The
initiating surfaces for these are the convex hull and the MS, respectively.
Next, the plug point on one side with the maximum Travel Out is identi-
fied. Starting from this point a branch-and-bound search algorithm (20) is
used on the Travel Out distance, with higher distances taking precedence,
leading to a path that passes as close to the center of the tunnel as possible,
following the ridge of maximal Travel Out distance. The path is terminated
at the first grid point encountered outside the convex hull. In cases where
multiple plug grid points have the same maximum value, each path is traced
out, and the one with the highest minimum value of Travel Out is kept, i.e.,
the one with the widest choke point. This procedure is repeated on the other
side of the plug. To connect the two half-paths, the two plug grid point max-
ima (one from each plug side) are connected in a branch-and-bound search
because this again gives a path that maintains the highest minimum Travel
Out distance. We note that maximizing some minimum metric has been suc-
cessfully applied to finding topological paths before (28). Our approach here
is similar to the approach of CAVER (15,16). Our concept of Travel Out dis-
tance is the same as the rmax function from CAVER, although the methods
used to compute them are different. However, in contrast to a branch-and-
bound search to maximize the minimum radius of the path, CAVER uses
a modified shortest paths search to find a path out, which would seem to
maximize the total radius passed through; this differs from our paths.
Building all topological paths through the pores
In cases where there is more than one pore, the set of half-paths generated by
the branch-and-bound algorithm may be combined in different ways to form
alternative full paths (Fig. 3 b). For example, a Y-shaped or branched tunnel
has three entrances, A, B, and C, and one can define three full paths A-B, A-
C, and B-C, which share segments (Fig. 3 c). Finding one path per entrance/
exit combination is not sufficient to get all topologically distinct (nonloop-
ing) paths. A path is defined uniquely only by the entrance, exit, and plug
maxima through which it passes. Therefore, all plug-to-mouth half-paths
are added to a tree, which is then reprocessed to get individual full paths.
This reprocessing attempts to connect all combinations of points in the
tree by all possible noncycling paths. This gives all the possible topological
paths of interest. The potential number of such pathways grows exponen-
tially with the number of pores in the protein surface; however, most
structures do not have the maximum number of pathways—in fact, many
have only one pathway per pore, for instance, when none of the pores inter-
sect.
Checking that paths traverse pores
An important final step in the path generation approach is to check each po-
tential path to ensure that it passes through an actual topological pore in the
protein. This prevents false positives. This is accomplished by using the set
of tight A-loops, S0L. If a path passes through at least one of these loops, then
it passes through a pore in the protein. Starting with the loop of connected
triangle vertices forming one border of a loop strip, A (Fig. 3 a), it is trian-
gulated by arbitrarily selecting one point as the common base point, creating
triangles using the other points, and then checking whether each path seg-
ment intersects with any of these triangles. An odd number of intersections
means this path goes through this loop and, therefore, through a pore of the
protein surface. We note that in theory a path could pass through more than
one pore before encountering the convex hull. Currently only one passage
is reported, although all passages could be reported with slight additional
processing.In summary, the above procedure results in a complete list of topologi-
cally distinct paths. Multiple paths can then be prioritized based on several
geometric properties described below.
Test set of protein pores
Having a set of protein structures with realistic and known pores created in
them is desirable for two reasons: first, to check the accuracy of the
algorithm; and second, to test the algorithm without accessing the limited
number of real pore and ion channel structures in the training phase. For
this purpose, we created a set of ‘‘punctured’’ or drilled structures. Starting
with larger structures (>100 residues) from the PDBbind database (29,30),
pores were punctured from one side of the protein to the other by moving
a sphere in a biased random walk (using a Von Mises Distribution (31))
from one side of the convex hull to another, removing all atoms overlapped
by the sphere at any point. The radius of the sphere at each step was picked
randomly from a Gaussian distribution and restricted to be between 2 A˚ and
4 A˚. The bias for the VonMises Distribution was set to either 2/3 or 2, which
creates relatively straight or somewhat winding paths, respectively. This
procedure was conducted a few times for each protein, then the resulting
punctured structures were examined by hand to weed out some pathological
cases; 86 relatively straight and 55 winding punctured structures were pro-
duced. Of this total of 141 known pore cases, a randomly chosen set of 100
was used during the development of the algorithm to identify errors and
make improvements. The remaining 41 were reserved until the final version
of the algorithm had been developed to provide an unbiased estimate of
accuracy.
It should be noted that these structures have a reasonable exterior and
a reasonable channel through them, but the composition of the interior
side chains is severely disrupted by this puncturing process. Characterizing
the pores using residue identities or other structural motif methods would not
make sense. Because the algorithm presented here relies only on gross
topological and geometric features and uses atoms, not residues, to create
the surface, it is acceptable to use these punctured structures for training
and testing. A probe radius of 1.2 A˚ was used in making the MS for these
structures. This is much lower than the minimum radius of the created pores,
to ensure that some additional pores would be present. Also 1.2 A˚ should be
small enough for most real ion channel use, so this value was used through-
out training and testing and in all further analyses except where noted. How-
ever, this radius could be changed in future applications, as nothing in the
training or testing procedure is materially dependent on this parameter.
Quantifying and checking pores
A pore is fully characterized geometrically by the locus of the pore center
and the width at each point (the maximum radius sphere that can be placed
at this point). Other properties that are of interest include the length, the min-
imum radius over the entire length, the first minimum radius found from
each end, and the maximum radius between those two minima (13). Addi-
tional geometric metrics are also computed because different properties
may play roles of varying importance depending on the physiological func-
tion of the protein. To get some estimate of the uniformity of the path, the
number of local minima is determined. The maximum travel depth is also
computed, providing an alternative measure of path length. To estimate
how direct a route the path takes, its length is divided by the distance ‘‘as
the crow flies’’ between the ends, which will be 1 for a perfectly straight
route and >1 for a route that takes a more circuitous path. This is called
the winding metric. Given the path and its radius at each point, it is straight-
forward to identify residues lining the path or any particular subsection such
as a choke point by identifying residues within the pore radius plus some ad-
ditional distance threshold. The threshold of 4 A˚ was used for all analysis
presented here, but this cutoff is under user control. CHUNNEL calculates
and outputs each of these metrics for each pore, along with a listing of
each tunnel’s entrance and exit, and the plug(s) each path passed through,
which together uniquely identify the tunnels in a multiple-tunnel structure.
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radius.
For test cases with known pore paths and radii, we designed several
measures to check how closely a computed path matched the known path.
Because paths are drilled and found by independent algorithms, each with
a finite path point resolution, there is not necessarily a one-to-one mapping
between points on the known and computed paths. In the following mea-
sures, for any pairwise comparison, each computed point is mapped to the
closest known point.
1. Root mean-square deviation between known and computed paths. This
was computed using either equal weighting (Prms) or weighting by 1
over the radius of the known path (Wrms). Wrms weights the narrow sec-
tions of the tunnel over the typically wider mouths, as the former are usu-
ally more important to get right.
2. Span. We first determine all the points on the known path that are mapped
onto by at least one computed path point. The two extremal mapped
points are identified, and the span is defined as the fraction of the known
path that lies between these two points.
By examining these measures, we can show how closely the paths com-
puted by CHUNNEL are to the known paths in the drilled training and test
structures; additionally, we can compare the performance of CHUNNEL to
the performance of HOLE.
Computational requirements
The overall algorithmic complexity of finding tunnels is quadratic in terms
of the topological complexity, linear in terms of the number of grid points,
and quadratic in terms of the number of triangles. Outputting all possible
paths is exponential in terms of the topological complexity because there
are potentially that many possible paths; however, in most cases there are
far fewer paths than this. To give an estimate of the practical runtimes in-
volved, we performed some timings using one processor of a dual-processor
machine (Intel 3.06 GHz chip, 6094 BogoMIPS, 2 gigabytes RAM) running
GNU/Linux Fedora Core 4. The results are shown in Table 1. The relation
between topological complexity and total processing time can be seen. Al-
though no formal computational space analysis was performed, many hun-
dreds of megabytes of RAM were often in use. Our code currently writes
output files compatible with PyMOL, although customization for other pro-
grams is possible. Software is available at http://crystal.med.upenn.edu/.
RESULTS
Veriﬁcation and accuracy of the algorithm
The CHUNNEL algorithm was developed on the drilled
training set of proteins with known pores. The goal here
was to reserve all real structures and the drilled test set of
TABLE 1 Representative timings and algorithm statistics
Sample A Sample B Sample C
Number of atoms 388 2,148 4,380
Number of handles 1 7 15
Number of triangles 5,564 37,520 63,832
Number of nodes 16,943 207,703 479,422
Number of paths found 1 11 156
Count handles (s) 0.001 0.005 0.008
Travel out (s) 1.1 58.5 222.7
Get loops and plugs (s) 2.1 249.0 1454.5
Find paths (s) 0.001 0.2 2.0
Total including I/O (min) 0.6 16.1 239.4
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pletely developed and we could successfully identify the
known pores in the training set. We note that of the 100 train-
ing cases, only 10 had a single tunnel. Multiple tunnels com-
monly arise during drilling when, as atoms overlapping a drill
sphere are removed, an additional exit is created. These extra
mouths are no different qualitatively from the known tunnel,
except their exact path is not known. The CHUNNEL algo-
rithm finds all tunnels, but for purposes of testing the algo-
rithm, we focus on how accurately the single known path
is found. Identifying which of the computed tunnels is the
correct one for comparison with the known tunnel is straight-
forward either from visual inspection or by its significantly
lower Prms.
To interpret the accuracy of CHUNNEL, it is necessary to
know what different values of the measures described previ-
ously (Prms, Wrms, span) actually mean in terms of deviations
between computed and known paths. In Fig. 4, a montage of
nine examples from the training set is shown. In each image,
the tunnel is shown via the surface, which has been clipped
for visibility, along with both the known and calculated path.
The examples were chosen to represent three ranges of Prms
values. The first row highlights computed paths that are
essentially perfect; they are very close to the known paths
from end to end. The Prms values are less than 1 A˚. In the
second row, three examples with Prms values of ~1.9 A˚
are shown. In the leftmost of these, both ends are slightly
incorrect; in the other two examples, one end is moderately
incorrect. However, these inaccuracies are in the mouths of
tunnels, where the lack of a well-defined pore makes it harder
FIGURE 4 A montage of nine (of 100) sample training set cases. The
known path is shown in black, the best path according to the lowest Prms
is shown in light gray (almost white) spheres; the surface is shown in cut-
away. The top three cases have Prms < 1 A˚. The second row of three
all have Prms of 1.9 A˚. The third row shows two examples with Prms of
4.7 A˚ and then (on the right) a Prms of 6 A˚. Figures were produced using
customized PyMOL (68).
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path. In the bottom row are examples chosen from the worst
performance on the training set. The leftmost two examples
have Prms values of 4.7 A˚, and in both cases, the computed
path deviates from the known path in one mouth. Again,
these inaccuracies can be attributed to wide mouths, and be-
cause the paths are still in the correct mouth, they are not
a cause for concern. The rightmost example on the bottom
row has a Prms of 6 A˚, and there are inaccuracies in both
mouths. The Wrms for all these examples is lower than the
Prms: the top row is in the range of 0.4 A˚ to 0.7 A˚, the middle
row’s range is 1 A˚ to 1.7 A˚, and the bottom row’s range is
2.5 A˚ to 3.4 A˚. The range of values for span on these exam-
ples goes from the nearly perfect upper left example with
0.97 to the middle left example with a value of 0.60. The
span values for the bottom row are all greater than this worst
case value of 0.60.
With an understanding of the meaning of specific values for
the various measures, we can examine the performance on the
training and test sets of known paths. In Fig. 5, we show the
best Prms and Wrms values for the training and test sets. Most
Prms values are less than 2 A˚, and most Wrms values are less
than 1.5 A˚, indicating that they have almost the entire path
correct. There are, however, a number of cases where wide
mouths cause the computed path to have high Prms and
Wrms values from the known path. In Fig. S3, the span values
across the training and test sets are shown. Again, most paths
are found with high accuracy. Those that are less accurate
have inaccuracies in one or two mouths, but the central part
of the path is found correctly in all cases, indicated by span
values >58% in all cases. There are no significant differences
in average Prms, Wrms, and span between the training and test
sets for our method, indicating that CHUNNEL was not over-
trained to perform well only on the training set.
In Fig. 6 we compare the performance of our method with
that of HOLE (13). HOLE in many cases performs poorly,
often giving Wrms values of 6–10 A˚ and even Wrms > 10 A˚,
values that indicate partial or complete failure to find the
path, respectively. In contrast, CHUNNEL gives Wrms %
2 A˚ for the majority of cases, indicating that the entire
path is correct or that there is at most a small error in one
of the mouths. In all other cases, CHUNNEL gives 2 A˚ <
Wrms % 7 A˚, usually from an error in following the wide
mouths. In running, CHUNNEL identifies the plug points
with the maximum Travel Out depth, i.e., point in the middle
of a narrow part of each tunnel. Illustrating a possible way to
combine both CHUNNEL and HOLE, these plug positions
were used to initialize the latter. With this hint, HOLE pro-
duces values of Wrms% 3 A˚ for most of the paths. However,
the results are no better than using CHUNNEL for both
initiation and generation of paths. In summary, HOLE can
perform well when given a hint from the plug generation
from CHUNNEL, but in fact, getting to this point is really
the bulk of the CHUNNEL algorithm. Once a good starting
point is found for the tunnel, HOLE and CHUNNEL follow
the paths out with similar accuracy.
Application to the porin membrane protein family
A likely use for our method is to predict the paths of tunnels
in membrane proteins. The number of structures of mem-
brane proteins determined through experimental methods,
like those of the PDB database in general, is on the rise.
The difficulties in obtaining structural data for membrane
proteins are being overcome by various methods, and mem-
brane proteins will likely become the focus of future struc-
tural genomics projects (32). We used part of a hand-collated
database of membrane proteins (8), which, on October 1,
2007, had 278 structures representing 132 unique proteins.
In this database, structures are broken down into groups
based on fold and known function, which aids closer analy-
sis. One such subgroup contains the porins, which provide
the molecular basis for membrane permeability. These porins
are found in bacteria and allow promiscuous or specific
FIGURE 5 The best Prms (open diamond) and Wrms
(gray square) found by CHUNNEL for the 100 training
cases and 41 test cases in the known pore set.
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638 Coleman and SharpFIGURE 6 A histogram of weighted pore path error,
Wrms, between CHUNNEL and HOLE using the combined
known-pore training and test sets. Minimum Prms path
from CHUNNEL (light gray). HOLE, no hint (black).
Minimum Prms path from HOLE given several plug points
with maximal Travel Out distance found using CHUNNEL
(medium gray). Note that above 10 A˚ the results are put
into a single bin.transport through the outer membrane (33). CHUNNEL was
used to analyze the porin family, as defined by the b-barreled
porin fold (34). We examined the subset comprised of homo-
trimers plus structurally related monomers. In each case, the
complete biological unit was examined. Overall, we exam-
ined 17 structures (8), including two structures that were an-
alyzed with bound ligands and then again with the ligands
removed, for a total of 19 cases (35–47). In five of these
cases, the physiologically relevant tunnel was blocked by ei-
ther a structural rearrangement, a peptide, or a ligand. Either
no paths were found by CHUNNEL or nonphysiological
paths were found with a very small minimum radius and
length, instances where small adventitious pores are created
by particular side-chain conformations near the surface of the
protein. In the other 14 cases, the path with the largest min-
imum radius, ranked first by CHUNNEL, was the physiolog-
ically relevant and significant tunnel. Most of the structures
are homotrimers, so there are three ‘‘correct’’ tunnels, which
are all found by CHUNNEL.
It is interesting to note that when viewing the van der
Waals representation of the homotrimeric porins, is the
viewer sees a small gap in the middle of the trimer interface
that appears to be a tunnel. However, because of the size of
the solvent probe, there is no tunnel in the MS, and therefore,
CHUNNEL does not find any paths through this middle re-
gion. The first tunnel found in each of the 14 successful cases
has a minimum radius of between 1.4 A˚ and 4.3 A˚. The low
end of this range is PDB code 2O4V, a porin adapted to
phosphate transfer, with the bound phosphate removed
(47). This makes sense because phosphate is the smallest
specific ligand bound to any of the porins that are not promis-
cuous transporters. The other bound ligands, once removed,
have paths with larger minimum radii of 1.93 A˚ for glucose
in 2MPR (44), 1.93 A˚ for malate in 2FGR (39), and 2.4 A˚ for
sucrose in 1A0S (46). Of course the minimum tunnel radius
is obviously not the only factor contributing to specificity in
Biophysical Journal 96(2) 632–645these cases, as many other nonspecific porins have tunnels
with similar radii. The two cases of PDB codes 2IWV and
2IWW represent a pH-dependent folding change that blocks
the pore (43). When it is unblocked, the minimum radius is
2.25 A˚; when blocked, two paths formed by side chains on
the exterior are found, but no paths are found through the
pore.
To further illustrate the ease with which our code allows
paths of related proteins to be compared, we compare three
of these homotrimeric porins with a small minimum radius
(1.9 A˚) (38), a medium minimum radius (3.1 A˚) (40), and
a large minimum radius (4.3 A˚) (36). The first found path
for each is shown in Figs. S4 and S5. In Fig. S4, the radius
is graphed against the distance from the beginning of the
path, and the minimum point is easy to recognize. In
Fig. S5, the structures with the found paths are shown in
increasing size of minimum radius from top to bottom.
As a final example from the porin set, we analyzed the
makeup of residues lining the entire tunnel and each choke
point using the 14 nonblocked structures. A distance thresh-
old of 4 A˚ from the radius of the pore was used to define
lining residues. The enrichment factor for each residue was
calculated as the fractional occurrence of that residue lining
the path divided by its fractional occurrence over the entire
14 porin set. This is shown in Fig. S6. There is the expected
enrichment of polar residues lining the pores, along with
a notable enrichment of Arg, Tyr, Glu, and Pro residues at
choke points.
Application to aquaporin
We also examined the integral membrane protein
aquaporin (which is not a member of the porin family) using
CHUNNEL, as this protein presents a challenge for struc-
tural analysis of this type because of its complexity and the
small width of the water pores. Each of the four units has
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(48). It is debatable whether or not the central tunnel has
physiological importance, so it is important to catalog and
compare all the tunnels. We used the aquaporin structure,
PDB code 1J4N (49). In the analysis we found that because
the water channels are very small, they are missed using the
default CHUNNEL probe radius of 1.2 A˚ for surface gener-
ation. Hence, we used a smaller probe radius of 1.0 A˚. How-
ever, this creates many small adventitious tunnels where side
chains just barely touch, particularly on the cystoplasmic
face of the structure, and a surface with 37 pores results.
Many of the 37 pores result from the alternate mouths for
all five important tunnels on the cytoplasmic side of the
protein. Because of the hole-ridden cytoplasmic face of the
surface and the different exit/plug combinatorics, one can
generate hundreds of alternative pore-transiting paths from
the half-paths produced by CHUNNEL. The central channel,
formed by tetramerization, has a minimum radius of 1.97 A˚.
The four water channel paths found by CHUNNEL have
minimum radii of 0.74 A˚. Note that this minimum radius is
lower than the probe radius used to construct the surface
because of the finite resolution of the surface and volume dis-
cretization. These five paths are shown in Fig. S7.
Application to other transmembrane proteins
As a final application for CHUNNEL, we analyzed a larger
set of transmembrane proteins. To do this, we used a set of
192 structures from the OPM database (17). These trans-
membrane structures were gathered from the PDB, and their
positions within the membrane bilayer were calculated com-
putationally and compared with experiment when possible
(50). We chose the OPM database and methodology because
it included not just a-helices but b-barrels as well, unlike
some metrics, which were designed for helical transmem-
brane proteins only (51). We accessed this database andused the 192 transmembrane structures available on January
28, 2008. We removed waters and hetero atoms from the
PDB files, which contain complete biological units (17). Our
goal was, first, to generate all pore paths using CHUNNEL;
second, to identify the subset of CHUNNEL paths that pass
exactly once through the membrane bilayer, using the bilayer
boundary information of Lomize et al.; and third, to identify
tunnels that exit within the membrane bilayer. We presume
that the bilayer-transiting pores would be of greatest physio-
logical importance. The OPM data set also contains many
structures for which no physiological path is expected to
be found using the CHUNNEL method, including those
involved in proton channels or proton pumps as well as
GPCRs.
No information on the placement of these structures in the
lipid bilayer is used in the CHUNNEL algorithm. This infor-
mation is used to sort the found paths only after processing is
complete. Note that, although the OPM methodology is lim-
ited to flat symmetric membranes, our analysis could be re-
peated for more general definitions of membrane barriers,
for instance, by the use of elastic theory to define the lipid/
water interface (52).
After processing of the OPM database with CHUNNEL,
284 membrane-transiting putative physiological paths were
found in 52 unique structures, indicating that multiple tun-
nels are the rule rather than the exception (Table 2). After de-
generacy of paths as a result of multimeric proteins is taken
into account, there are 175 unique membrane-transiting
paths in 52 unique monomers/proteins. In 28 of these struc-
tures, there is a single unique path per monomer. The mean
length of these putative physiological paths is 1265 51 A˚,
much greater than the width of the membrane bilayer (usu-
ally 25–30 A˚). There are two reasons for this. First, the paths
must pass through not just the lipid barrier but the whole pro-
tein to reach the convex hull of the protein. Second, the paths
are usually not straight, the data set having a mean windingTABLE 2 Numbers of tunnels of various types in the OPM database







Total structures 192 140 52
Putative physiological* Paths 284 173 111 121 51 82 40 42
Structures 52 26 26 19 14 35 19 16
One side exity Paths 1232 1199 33 284 274 10
Structures 73 69 4 30 29 1
Two side exitsy Paths 446 415 31 87 84 3
Structures 51 49 2 19 18 1
Side branchz Paths 108 86 22 63 55 8
Structures 13 12 1 10 9 1
*Membrane-transiting.
yOne or both ends of tunnel exit within bilayer.
zBranch off a membrane-transiting path that exits within the bilayer.
xNonredundant set with maximum 25% sequence similarity of proteins with a (NR25A) or b (NR25B) motif.Biophysical Journal 96(2) 632–645
640 Coleman and Sharpmetric of 1.68 5 0.5. The path width minima over the set
have a mean of 1.355 1.8 A˚, which is within the expected
physiological range considering that 1.2-A˚ probes were used
to construct these surfaces. Enrichments for residues found
near the choke point and near the entire path were calculated
relative to the residue composition of the entire OPM trans-
membrane database. These enrichments are shown in
Fig. S8. There is an overall enrichment of the charged amino
acids, particularly Arg, Glu, and, to a lesser extent, Lys, and
an enrichment of the polar aromatic residue Tyr. For a finer
analysis, the structures were split into either a-helical or
b-barreled classes and pruned to a maximum of 25% mutual
pairwise sequence identity using PISCES (53). The results
are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Removal of sequence-homolo-
gous duplicates insures that these graphs reflect real pore
amino acid preferences, not just sequence conservation.
The same four or five residues show enrichment, but interest-
ingly, the degree of enrichment is much greater in the b-bar-
rel class than the a-helical class.
Additionally, there are a surprisingly large number of
paths, 4879, that do not pass through both membrane barriers
once. This shows the power and importance of the membrane
barrier data of Lomize et al. (17) in analyzing membrane pro-
tein pores. From this set of paths, we analyzed three interest-
ing subsets: 1), those that start on one side of the membrane
bilayer and emerge within the bilayer; 2), those that start and
end within the bilayer; and 3), the branches of membrane-
transiting putative physiological tunnels that terminate
within the bilayer. Other classes of paths, such as those
that lie entirely within a region on one side of the membrane,
were not analyzed. Because we are also interested in paths
that could potentially contain water, we separately identified
tunnels whose minimum radius is greater than 1.8 A˚, the
commonly accepted upper limit on the size of a water mole-
cule. The numbers of such tunnels and what kind of struc-
tures they are found in (a-helical or b-barrel) are summarized
in Table 2. When we examine the data graphically, we notice
that when side exits lie very close to the membrane surface,
FIGURE 7 Residue enrichment for pores and choke
points of a-helical motif proteins of the OPM database
(17), pruned to 25% sequence similarity using PISCES (53).
FIGURE 8 Residue enrichment for pores and choke
points of b-barrel motif proteins of the OPM database
(17), pruned to 25% sequence similarity using PISCES (53).
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they may exit the protein outside the membrane but reach the
convex hull at a point inside the membrane, in which case
they are classified as exiting inside the bilayer. The reverse
situation also occasionally occurs. This introduces some
ambiguity into the classification of intramembrane side exits
and some degree of uncertainty in the numbers tabulated in
Table 2. In specific proteins of interest, the ambiguity is
easily resolved using graphic analysis.
The overall message from the data in Table 2 is that com-
plicated tunnel topologies, defined as multiple membrane-
transiting paths, paths with intramembrane exits, and
branches with intramembrane exits, are not rare. For exam-
ple, side tunnels and branched tunnels, although not ubiqui-
tous, are quite common. Of particular interest is that they are
much more common in a-helical domains than in b-barrel
domains. A good example of a complicated tunnel structure
is given by the MscS (1) in Fig. 9, which shows the complete
tree structure of the tunnels and some of the intramembrane
branched tunnels as well.
Preferences for residues lining intramembrane exiting and
side-branching tunnels were also examined. The most inter-
esting case appears to be the paths and choke points of the
tunnels that branch off physiological tunnels that exit inside
the membrane. Strikingly, a strong, fivefold enrichment for
Trp is shown (Fig. 10). Even in the residue composition of
the protein regions just within the membrane barriers, the en-
richment of Trp in these branch paths is still over twofold,
and near choke points, it is still almost 3.5-fold. It has
been noted that in many membrane protein structures trypto-
phan is often found near the polar head group, and head-
group/acyl chain interface regions of bilayers (51,54).
Together, these data imply that side branches preferentially
exit in this polar/apolar transition region of the membrane.
Significant amounts of water within the membrane are also
observed in the head-group/acyl chain interface region
(55). It is thus likely that these side branch exits are accessi-
ble to some water.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented here the implementation and testing of
a new algorithm, CHUNNEL, to automatically find and
characterize pores in proteins. The main contribution of
CHUNNEL is its ability to identify and catalog all the tun-
nels through a given surface, which neither HOLE (13),
CAVER (15,16), nor other work (3,14) could accomplish
automatically. Although CHUNNEL is markedly slower
than HOLE because of its complicated geometric and topo-
logical computations, the results are worth it for various
applications. Moreover, complete automation is necessary
for analyzing more than a handful of structures and for the
membrane protein databases. These databases are growing
at a steady pace, in part because of structural genomics pro-
jects (10). Our analysis of the transmembrane portion of the
FIGURE 9 The MscS, PDB code 2OAU, shown with the membrane bar-
riers in red and blue disks. The complete tree of paths is shown in blue
spheres, the endpoints in red spheres. Some of the branched tunnels are
shown in green. At left, no protein is shown for clarity; at right, the Travel
Depth surface is shown.
FIGURE 10 Enrichment of residues near the branches
of putative physiological tunnels that exit into the mem-
brane bilayer.
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sis of channels that pass through the membrane barrier.
A second contribution of CHUNNEL is its ability to easily
analyze structure and residue composition of the pores. Some
studies on smaller classes of transmembrane proteins have
been conducted, for instance, on aquaporins and related pro-
teins (12,56). These studies highlighted the arginine/aromatic
selectivity filter. Our results on a much larger OPM data set
confirm this pattern of residue enrichment: Both arginine
and tyrosine are highly enriched at choke points in the larger
set, shown in Fig. S8. Arginine is also highly enriched in the
choke points of the unrelated outer membrane porin family,
shown in Fig. S6. We also partitioned membrane proteins
of the OPM transmembrane database into the two a-helix
and b-barrel motif subsets. The analysis of the residue enrich-
ment shows significant differences between these two motifs
(Figs. 7 and 8, respectively). The b-barrel motif has a less
uniform distribution, showing stronger preferences for Arg,
Glu, Lys, and Met than the a-helix motif. In other words
the a-helix subset seems to favor a wider variety of amino
acids in choke points than the b-barrel subset. The reasons
for this marked difference in amino acid preferences with
structural motif are unknown at this time. Possible factors in-
clude evolutionary and environment constraints because the
b-barrel transmembrane proteins are found only (so far) in
the outer membrane of bacteria. Because there are still a small
number of nonhomologous proteins with transmembrane
paths in either class (14 b-barrels, 19 a-helices), these differ-
ence may result in part from normal statistical fluctuations. As
the database expands in the future, this question can be easily
revisited thanks to the automated nature of CHUNNEL.
Another striking finding is the sheer number of tunnels
and tunnel branches in membrane proteins, both membrane
transiting and nontransiting. Although additional channels
in the extramembrane portions of membrane proteins have
been noted, to our knowledge, the analysis here is the first
to draw attention to and analyze the multitude of intramem-
brane exiting channels. In part this is a consequence of
HOLE’s intrinsic design for finding linear tunnels: these
side or branched tunnels would not be found with previous
methods. Regarding the physiological importance of these
additional tunnels and branches, this can be systematically
evaluated based on the tunnel type:
1. Both exits in the aqueous phase and transiting the mem-
brane once. This is the ‘‘classical’’ tunnel of putative
physiological function, subject of numerous analyses.
Presumably at least one such channel must exist in the
open state for the protein to function. The exception is
for proton or electron transport across the membrane,
which can occur through ‘‘wires’’ or chains of donors
and acceptors. Here, because of the small size of the per-
meant entity, no actual tunnel may exist.
2. Both exits in the aqueous phase, not transiting the mem-
brane, i.e., confined to the extramembrane region on one
Biophysical Journal 96(2) 632–645side of the membrane. This is not likely to have any func-
tional importance.
3. A branch off a membrane-transiting tunnel, with the exit
in the aqueous phase. If the selectivity filter, or highest
energy barrier controlling the flux is in the common
part of the tunnel, before the branch, then the extra mouth
is likely to have a small effect; otherwise, an extra branch
would create a ‘‘short-circuit.’’ The extra entrance may,
however, increase the probability of the substrate finding
the channel, which at low concentrations could increase
the rate. Multiple entrances may also play a role if multi-
substrate interactions, such as ion-ion interactions, are im-
portant in conduction (57).
4. A branch off a membrane-transiting tunnel with the exit
in the membrane interior. For an ionic or polar substrate,
presumably the solvation penalty for exiting in the
membrane, compared to the aqueous phase, is so high
that conductance is minimal. Effectively the apolar
part of the membrane plugs such leaks. This may ex-
plain why such tunnels are relatively common, as there
is little evolutionary pressure for a protein to evolve
a structure that is completely leakproof alone. However,
there is a propensity for such tunnels to exit in the tran-
sitional region between acyl tails and head groups,
where there is a significant amount of water. Thus, a suf-
ficient degree of hydration to allow leakage currents
cannot be ruled out. The existence of such water-filled
side tunnels also has implications for the interpretation
of membrane structure-probing experiments such as
Cys-labeling and spin-labeling mapping of water-acces-
sible and -inaccessible regions (58–60). Regions may be
accessible to the probes but inside the membrane. Fi-
nally, because any such tunnels with a minimum radius
of 1.8 A˚ or greater are presumably filled with water, this
may play a role in the energetics and dynamics of sub-
strate permeation, first, by providing an additional reser-
voir of water in the interior of the channel that could
help hydrate ions. Because of the long-range nature of
the electrostatic interaction, this water need not actually
be touching the ion or even be in the main channel to be
energetically significant. The energetic effects need not
be limited to the permeant ion. Voltage sensing of chan-
nels requires that charge elements be moved in the mem-
brane, and the energy of this would be affected by
nearby water (61). Second, it may play a role in the
energetics and dynamics by allowing water to flow in
or out in response to substrate movement. In many cases
the main channel is narrow enough that substrates and
waters must move in file, requiring concerted move-
ments and limiting conductance (57). Additional water
passages ahead or behind the substrate could facilitate
motion.
5. One or both exits inside the membrane region. These
could play a role in allowing the interaction between
membrane-soluble carriers and channel-permeant
species. Examples of the former include the apolar
quinones that interact with the bc(1) complex (62).
Clearly more analysis of such epiphytic channels needs to
be done in specific cases to investigate their functional im-
portance.
Future work in this area includes calculation of additional
metrics and pore properties, with the aim of possibly distin-
guishing nonphysiological tunnels from ion channels and
pores from the structure in the absence of relevant experi-
mental data. Although the influence of some geometric
properties on various properties of tunnels, particularly ion
channels (63), has been conducted, there is still much work
to be done in this area, in part because the databases are still
developing, in part from lack of fully automated, reliable
pore finding. A single metric used here, the largest minimum
radius, correctly identified the physiological tunnels in the
porin set. However, a complete set of geometric features,
as well as other physical features, will no doubt be necessary
if we are to identify physiological tunnels of other classes of
protein. In this regard, we point out that CHUNNEL, like
HOLE and CAVER, does not provide much assistance in
finding the paths of proton channels. Proton channels func-
tion in a different manner than ion channels in that the proton
is not necessarily transferred through an open tunnel (64).
Thus, reducing the probe radius is of no help.
CHUNNEL uses a set probe radius, chosen in advance to
be smaller than the smallest permeant species of the chan-
nel(s) being analyzed. An interesting alternative is to use
methods taken from the a-shape-filter idea (65). This would
allow one to find a probe radius where the first topological
tunnel emerges. However finding additional tunnels would
require complete recomputation of the CHUNNEL proce-
dure as the a-shape filter changes, effectively decreasing
the probe radius and changing the entire surface. This is cur-
rently beyond practical computational capabilities. For this
reason as well as reliance on previous code for surface gen-
eration, we currently implement a fixed, user-controlled
probe radius parameter rather than an automated method.
Further work on both the algorithm and the implementa-
tion remains to be done. The quadratic dependence of the
algorithmic complexity on the number of holes is acceptable
but should be improved because the program can take hours
to run if the surface has many holes. The worst combination
is an extremely large complicated structure and a very small
probe radius; these prove to be impractical to run on desktop
workstations. Improvement here may also make the auto-
mated probe radius option discussed above feasible.
The methods developed here to find a topologically com-
plete and geometrically distinct set of loops could prove use-
ful in other applications. The ability to remove the handles
from an N-torus and turn it into a topological sphere is a pow-
erful method in many fields of computational geometry, for
instance, to use spherical harmonic methods (66). Because
our removals are done to cap tunnels roughly at their
Protein Tunnelsnarrowest point, the caps are geometrically well placed.
For other applications, it may be better to remove handles
by cutting the handles at their narrowest point or possibly
a mix of cutting handles and capping tunnels. For instance,
removing each handle by doing the fewest changes would re-
sult in the closest thing to a topological sphere for a given
protein surface, which would be useful for algorithms that
only work on topological spheres, for instance mapping
complicated topological spheres to geometric spheres (67).
In summary, we introduce a method, CHUNNEL, that
automatically finds starting points and paths for all possible
topological tunnels through a macromolecular surface. This
improves on the mostly, but not completely automated
methods of HOLE (13) and CAVER (15,16). Starting points
found using our method can be used by these other methods
as well; in fact, a hybrid approach may be advantageous for
some applications. We show that we can find all known
paths in a constructed data set of drilled tunnels and
show examples and some overall analysis from a set of
transmembrane proteins (17), including automatic identifica-
tion of residues found near the tunnels or in the choke
points.
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